
SHEFFIELD CREATIVE CENTRE

INSIDE OUT

Exposing the seams, the inner fabric and making bare the 
process. 

INSIDE OUT concept challenges the existing perception of Sheffield 
Art and culture where currently the primary focus is on the pristine 
finished piece. In contrast the Sheffield Creative Centre will make the 
process integral to the product.  The exhibition space merges into the 
creative hub which in turn overlaps with the workspace, each feeds 
symbiotically off the other.

When the perceived barriers between process and finished product 
are over come, the artists can develop a dynamic and reciprocal 
relationship with the viewer, perhaps using them to test ideas and 
gauge reactions first hand. The creative hub acts as the interface 
between artist and viewer where ideas can be shared and tested.

Imagine the form of the building as a sock. As the sock is turned 
INSIDE OUT and the toe is pushed through the opening, the brightly 
coloured inner fabric is revealed. The continuous nature of the form 
and materiality deliberately ignores distinctions between functions, 
and public boundaries are challenged. External pedestrian language 
such as stalls, street furniture and signage are continued towards the 
entrance into the heart of the building and become indistinguishable 
from the hub.  

The external surface is a special textured concrete where fabric is used 
in casting to imprint on the surface. This might be a subtle floral 
pattern such as lace adding a human scale, an element of surprise and 
tactile sensibility to this bold building. Inside the building, the user 
once again comes face to face with the external texture.  Through 
regular gaps in the façade, one can glimpse the reverse – a contrasting 
smooth concrete painted a bright colour which then emerges as it 
penetrates through the end of the building, formally addressing the 
showroom. This end elevation, facing the showroom can be used as a 
large canvas for projecting work / publicising exhibitions.  
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Exhibition space
The culmination of the building. 
Can expand into the hub.  End facade used for projection.     

Creative hub external
Ground floor is occupied by street furniture and stalls 
drawing people into the building

Creative hub internal
Divided across three floors,  areas of the creative 
hub can be booked for presentations

Flexible Workspace
Services centrally located on each floor allowing for 
devision of space as required

1:1250 site plan

Workspaces

Second floor 1:200 axo
Centrally located, the Second floor accomodates 
the library and the bar for the creative hub
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